COBRA FLIPPER™

SCAN HERE
for Demo

Item No.: 14” #3890/A, 18” #3893/A, 22” #3894/A, 24” #3895/A

New for 2022, Sörbo has invented the COBRA FLIPPER™, an extraordinary Clip-On tool
that simply connects a washer pad directly to the front of our Cobra squeegee channel. This
applicator is made of Sörbo’s well known Yellow Jacket Washer material, which absorbs a
considerable amount of water. This 3-inch washer strip is attached by custom designed clips
and a bar made of rigid aircraft aluminum (fabricated of spring steel and hardened to the
exact spring action). A totally new concept which makes it the quickest Squeegee & Washer
system – available ALL-IN-ONE! Use on any job with your Sörbo Cobra Squeegee, item
#1277-1297. And for high pole work, you can couple it with The Ledger™, item #8009. For
deep ledges work , use your 14′ pole to 40′ Monster Pole II -MicroFit, item# 3389. Sörbo
Cobra FLIPPER is available at our Authorized Sörbo Distributors.

COBRA FLIPPER™ Assembly Instructions
1. The COBRA FLIPPER™ kit
includes a super absorbent (1) Sörbo
Yellow Jacket washer, (1) Pad 1/4inch aircraft aluminum rod, (2) vinyl
end caps, and (2) fast release clips. A
COBRA FLIPPER is designed to fit on
a Sörbo Cobra Channel. Remove all
parts from package.
2. Remove (1) black end cap from the
rod, insert the rod through the 1st
washer loop feeding it into (2) clips
(Sörbo logo side-up), and on through
the 2nd washer loop.

3. Finish by attaching 2nd black
End cap to opposite end of rod.

4. Adjust both clips out and touch
against the 1" black nylon straps. Do
not pinch, push, or wrinkle the strap.

5A. Place the washer pad parallel with
the front of the Sörbo Cobra squeegee
(rubber facing to the pad), and center
to pad to squeegee.

5B. Be sure the clips are near but not
touching the gray end plugs. One at a
time, set each clip edge in the bottom
1st groove on the face of the squeegee
channel, touching the blue label.

6A-B-C. While pressing your thumb
down onto the clip (directly on the
Sörbo logo) tilt clip toward the blue
channel label, and pinch it secure in
place.

7. You're done! Try it - swing the
FLIPPER. The aircraft aluminum rod
will rotate under and over freely in the
clips if pad is secured properly.
ENJOY your new Sörbo COBRA
FLIPPER™ - the quickest Squeegee &
Washer system ALL-IN-ONE!

